Locate Laptop: Product Overview
Locate LaptopTM keeps track of lost or stolen laptop’s location whenever it is connected to
internet, helping recovery and safeguarding of your data from unauthorized usage. The Laptop
loss is not limited to the cost of Laptop but also includes the loss of sensitive and creative
information/data in it. The laptop theft may be with the intention of theft of sensitive Data/
creative files which the laptop contains. This data could be your important documents,
presentations, credit card details, financial information or maybe a tender document. Locate
Laptop keeps a continuous track of laptop location whenever it is connected to Internet. On the
event of theft, it informs about the location of the stolen laptop once connected to the internet. It
also encrypts the sensitive data silently without the knowledge of the offender, not allowing him
to misuse the vital & sensitive data.

Features of Locate Laptop








Unique Web Sniff technology
Secure webpage for every user to monitor - Keeps a close eye on movements of person
with the designated Laptop e.g. company employee
Reports contain information on data, time, public IP, location, country, state, city, ISP,
Longitude, Latitude.
Interactive steps to report a laptop theft
Remotely launch the data encryption module on predefined sensitive files & folders
Encrypts the sensitive data after a particular period even if the Laptop is not connected
to internet.
The component has default/customizable settings to encrypt crucial data in case of
thefts or misplacement. This facility encrypts data if the laptop is not connected to
Internet for some specific days.

System Requirements of Locate Laptop
Operating System
Processor
RAM
Hard Disk

Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/ Windows 8/Window8.1 and
Windows10/Windows Server 2000/2003/2008
800 MHZ processor or higher
512 MB for Windows XP/Windows 2000/2003
1 GB for (Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/ 10/Server 2008)
50 MB available hard disk space

Working of Locate Laptop
You need to install the Locate Laptop software in your laptop. After installation, you will get a
registration page that you need to fill. Fill some laptop related information in that form so that we
can get the details of your laptop. You need to create a username and password so that you can
log a report on our web portal at the time of theft. You need to enter your email id so that in case
of laptop theft, we can send you the details on your email id. If your laptop gets stolen, you need
to log a theft report on the web portal of Locate Laptop. Once you log that report, we will start
tracing your laptop and will send you the details on your email id. When you start the software,
following screen opens:

The option enables user to encrypt the crucial information. So that if the Laptop is stolen, this
information can not be read by anybody as it is encrypted. User can set any folder as follows:

By checking the option at the bottom the folder will be encrypted even if the laptop is not
connected to Internet after a particular time period. Selected folder is added and can be viewed
in The Encryption screen as follows:

If the Laptop is stolen, it has to be reported on the portal by clicking on View Report in the left
panel. User has to go to protegent.in from here.
Click on Report Theft. Check Report Theft- Stolen option and fill in all the reqired details. Once
the Theft Report is submitted, User will get Location reports on the registered email. As soon as
the Laptop is connected through WiFi, his/her picture will also be clicked and sent through mail.

Click on View Location Report to view location of your laptop. User gets the Location report on
his email also whenever the location of laptop changes.




User can Update Theft Report in case user needs to attach the FIR copy to the report.
User can withdraw the theft report if he/she has recovered his Laptop.

Advantages
Locate Laptop helps you to locate your laptop in case of theft. Locate Laptop is the best and
only possible method to locate a stolen laptop. The Software works in stealth mode. It provides
data safety by encrypting you important information.
Locate Laptop keeps a continuous track of laptop location whenever it is connected to Internet.
On the event of theft, it informs about the location of the stolen laptop once connected to the
internet. It also encrypts the sensitive data silently without the knowledge of the offender, not
allowing him to misuse the vital & sensitive data.

